The distribution of soil organic carbon (SOC) can be variable at small analysis scales, but 10 consideration of its role in regional and global issues demands the mapping of large extents. There 11 are many different strategies for mapping SOC, among which are to model the variables needed to 12 calculate the SOC stock indirectly or to model the SOC stock directly. The purpose of this research is 13 to compare direct and indirect approaches to mapping SOC stocks from rule-based, multiple linear 14 regression models applied at the landscape scale via spatial association. The final products for both 15 strategies are high-resolution maps of SOC stocks (kg m -2 ), covering an area of 122 km 2 , with 16 accompanying maps of estimated error. For the direct modelling approach, the estimated error map 17 was based on the internal error estimations from the model rules. For the indirect approach, the 18 estimated error map was produced by spatially combining the error estimates of component models 19 via standard error propagation equations. We compared these two strategies for mapping SOC 20 stocks on the basis of the qualities of the resulting maps as well as the magnitude and distribution of 21 the estimated error. The direct approach produced a map with less spatial variation than the map 22 produced by the indirect approach. The increased spatial variation represented by the indirect 23 2 approach improved R 2 values for the topsoil and subsoil stocks. Although the indirect approach had a 24 lower mean estimated error for the topsoil stock, the mean estimated error for the total SOC stock 25 (topsoil + subsoil) was lower for the direct approach. For these reasons, we recommend the direct 26 approach to modelling SOC stocks be considered a more conservative estimate of the SOC stocks' 27 spatial distribution. 28
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Introduction 36
The storage of carbon in soil is a critical point of information for several environmental issues. 37 Globally, soil carbon, which is about 60% organic carbon, accounts for 3.3 times more carbon than 38 that found in the atmosphere (Lal, 2004) . The high amount of carbon stored in the soil, makes soil 39 carbon an important factor for understanding the carbon cycle and dynamics influencing global 40 climate change (Grace, combination of global implications and high spatial variability make high-resolution maps of SOC for 51 large extents desirable for both policy decisions and land-owner response. This situation creates the 52 need to accurately and efficiently assess the spatial distribution of SOC stocks at a high-resolution. 53
High-resolution mapping captures information essential for assessing field-specific conditions, which 54 can later be aggregated as need to provide summary information. 55
Many studies have tested a variety of strategies for predicting the spatial distribution of SOC 56 (Minasny et al., 2013 and references therein). The various studies on SOC mapping have analyzed 57 different soil depths, which has large implications for the consideration of the complete SOC stock 58 (Richter and Markewitz, 1995; Batjes, 1996 The purpose of this study was to compare the maps of SOC stocks produced from direct and 86 indirect modelling approaches, using rule-based MLR. The resulting maps were compared in terms of 87 their predicted spatial patterns, coefficient of determination (R 2 ), as well as the magnitude and 88 spatial distribution of the estimated errors. The predictors selected for the models via the data 89 mining procedure were evaluated in the context of known landscape processes. In addition, the 90 separate assessment of topsoil and subsoil stocks tested the models' ability to predict SOC storage at 91 depths to two meters. 92
Methods 93

Study Area and Sampling 94
A dominantly agricultural area located near Wulfen, Saxony-Anhalt, Germany, which has been 95 examined by several previous studies (Selige et higher quantity of predictors for each of the respective models than the direct modelling approach 196 (Table 3) . With the exception of SOC % , the models for component variables included a combination 197 of DTA and spectral variables. The SOC % models relied solely on DTA predictors for both stocks, but 198 with additional spatial partitioning by geologic map units for the topsoil model. The models for 199 directly predicting the SOC stock used only three DTA predictors for the topsoil and only four Landsat 200 predictors for the subsoil. 201
Fitting performances for the component variable models were better than the fitting 202 performances for the direct modelling of SOC stock (Table 4) . For the component variables, R 2 values of 203 subsoil models were only slightly less than the topsoil models. SOC % was the exception by having the 204 lowest fitting performance for the subsoil stock (R 2 = 0.55), while the model for the SOC % topsoil was 205 able to fit observations with an R 2 of 0.86. However, it was the aim of this research to examine if the 206 performance of the models was maintained through the calculation of SOC stock . 207
Comparison of the SOC stock predictions by the indirect approach to observed values showed 208 better performance for the topsoil stock (R 2 = 0.73) than for the subsoil stock (R 2 = 0.34). Fitting 209 performance for directly modelling SOC stock showed the same pattern, but was lower than the 210 indirect approach for both stocks. Analysis of the direct approach's ability to fit observed values 211 yielded an R 2 of 0.58 for the topsoil and 0.14 19 for the subsoil. 212
In general, calculated model efficiencies (ME) showed that the respective models reduced the 213 mean absolute error (MAE) to about half the MAE that would result from simply using the mean of 214 all points as the prediction. The SOC % model for the topsoil improved upon the mean model more 215 than the other MLR models with a ME of 0.34. However, an intriguing result is the lack of model 216 efficiency for the indirect modelling of the subsoil's SOC stock . Despite the component models all 217
having MEs well below one, the indirect approach did not improve upon the mean model for 218 predicting the subsoil SOC stock . Although the ME of the direct model for subsoil SOC stock was also not 219 as good as the other models, it was still an improvement over the mean model. 220
Model Robustness 221
It is common for digital soil mapping models to be evaluated by cross-validation procedures. 222
However, in the context of this study, the meaning of such an analysis has less utility. Higher sample 223 density increases the robustness of the model (Minasny et al, 2013) ; thus the popularity of cross-224 validation procedures over independent validation procedures in order to maintain more points in 225 the calibration set. However, the model generated for each cross-validation run is different because 226 of differences in calibration sets. The performance of each run is dependent on the randomly 227 selected calibration points' ability to represent the variation in the remaining validation points. For a 228 simple data trend, a single outlier would have minimal effect because only the runs in which it is 229 included in the validation set -and not used in calibrating the model -would have lower 230 performance values. However, in a complex landscape where similar soil properties can result from 231 different combinations of factors, the concept of an outlier has many more dimensions (Johnson et 232 al., 1990; Phillips, 1998) . A point with a similar value can be an outlier by being a product of a 233 different set of factors. In other words, the problem of induction continues to apply in predictive soil 234 mapping. Further, in the context of error propagation, the error estimation from the actual model 235 used seems more appropriate than the mean of error estimations from a series of less robust 236 models. 237
Nonetheless, the models in this study were cross-validated using the k-fold method with 10 238 iterations. The R 2 was naturally reduced in the cross-validation analysis, but the mean absolute error 239 (MAE) was not as severely affected (Table 5 ). The R 2 values for the respective models all decreased 240 greatly in the cross-validation, except for the topsoil SOC % and the subsoil SOC stock models. The 241 subsoil SOC stock model already had a low R 2 value for the internal fit. In contrast, the MAEs for the 242 cross-validation of the models were not increased enough to present a practical problem. The 243 relative stability of the MAEs also suggests that the estimated uncertainties are also robust. For 244 example, the MAE for both stocks of BD only increased 0.03 g cm . Also, the MAE for SOC % only 245 increased 0.13% and 0.03% for the topsoil and subsoil, respectively. Similarly, the MAE for the direct 246 SOC stock model increased 0.67 kg m -2 and 0.05 kg m -2 for the topsoil and subsoil, respectively. The 247 MAE for the models of stock H and SK did increase more in cross-validation. However, they had a 248 minor impact on the indirect modelling of SOC stock . The increase of 5.9 cm for the topsoil H MAE was 249 only a shift of the depth estimated by topsoil or subsoil models. The larger MAE for SK was more of 250 an issue for the subsoil. However, the majority of the samples had SK below 5%, leaving most of the 251 error due to the difficulty in predicting the limited areas of high SK. While it was possible that a 252 different sampling design could have improved the R 2 values for cross-validation, they are not always 253 practical for landscape-scale mapping. 254
Comparison with previous studies 255
It is difficult to compare results between SOC mapping studies due to differences in study areas 256 and strategies for defining SOC stock (i.e. map extent and resolution, sampling density, and 257 consideration of depth). Further, the differences between and variability within methods for 258 that study and the present study had R 2 of 0.86 for the topsoil SOC % . In the present study, Cubist was 277 able to compensate for the limited spectral information by utilizing several DTA predictors that were 278 available at a high spatial resolution. Predictions of larger subsoil SOC stock on steeper slopes result from the modelling of thinner topsoil 300 stocks in these areas and the consistent calculation of a 2 m profile. Consequently, the subsoil is 301 calculated to be thicker in these areas, substantially increasing the subsoil SOC stock prediction 302 compared to other areas of the subsoil. 303
Maps derived by both approaches for the total SOC stock primarily reflected patterns from the 304 topsoil maps because of the higher concentration of SOC that defined the topsoil stock. 305 Nonetheless, modelled storage for the subsoil stock contributed about one-third of the prediction of 306 total SOC stock and recognized additional complexity in the SOC landscape. Despite the greater 307 variation in the indirect approach's prediction of SOC stock , the difference between estimates of total 308 SOC stock by the two approaches were within 5 kg m -2 for the majority of the map area ( Figure 5 ). Also, 309 the summed SOC stock for the study area was only 6% more for the indirect (1.9 Mt) versus the direct 310 ) residuals coincided with decreases in stock thickness residuals. The 328 influence of covariance was notmostly the same in the subsoil calculations. The exception was a 329 positive covariance between the residuals for modelling BD and the percent fine-earth. With the 330 exception of the covariance between fine-earth BD and SOC % , which was very small, subsoil 331 covariances were positive. However, overallNonetheless, the covariances were relatively small with 332 respect to the estimated errors and therefore had a minimal impact on the final calculation of 333 estimated error. 334
The application of error estimates based on the full range of predicted values in a rule zone to 335 small values in that zone yielded extremely high relative error values. Although the areal extent for 336 this type of situation was very limited, the issue needed to be addressed in order to maintain the 337 readability of the attribute scale. Therefore relative error was capped at one for the original relative 338 error grids, but not thereafter for the calculation of error propagation. 339
Despite not having as strong of a fitting performance as the indirect approach, the direct 340 approach had lower estimated errors for greater extents of the study area. The mean estimated 341 error for the total SOC stock map derived by the direct approach was 2.81 kg m covariances did reduce the calculation of error through propagation. However, they did not reduce 345 the estimated error for the indirect approach to as low as the estimated error based on the direct 346 modelling approach. It is also useful to note that the residuals for modelling SK and SOC % werehad a 347 negative and positive skewed , respectively, for both stocks (Table 6) 
Topsoil model predictors 396
All of the topsoil models generated by Cubist relied on DTA predictors the most. Of those 397 predictors, different a-scales of relative elevation, topographic position index (TPI), and aspect were 398 the most commonly used. With the exception of the direct SOC stock model, every topsoil model also 399 included one or two predictors indicative of flow accumulation (i.e. flow path length, SAGA wetness 400 index, or modified catchment area). 401
Aspect at different a-scales influenced predictions for three of the indirect topsoil models. The 402 Cubist generated model identified decreasing topsoil SOC % on more north facing slopes (155 m a-403 scale), which corresponds with a potential decrease in plant productivity due to less solar insolation. 404 Aspect (215 m a-scale) was also used to predict higher topsoil BD on south to west facing slopes, 405 especially on topographic (2000 m a-scale) and micro-topographic (20 m a-scale) highs. Additionally, 406 aspect at a variety of a-scales was used to predict decreasing topsoil SK for low TPI areas facing 407 southeast to southwest. Together, these models suggested a pattern of increased erosion and 408 deposition along the southern sides of hillslopes. This type of pattern has been observed before in 409 other landscapes and has been attributed to topo-climatic differences such as exposure to storms, 410 differences in temperature regime, rainfall effectiveness, or vegetation density (Kennedy, 1976 ; 411 Churchill, 1981; Cuff, 1985; Weaver, 1991) . 
Subsoil model predictors 440
With the exception of SOC % , the subsoil models all used several predictors from Landsat. Landsat predictors suggested those variables were indicating soil moisture conditions. Locations that 461 are wetter due to surface runoff would have a greater potential for organic material to be 462 translocated deeper in the soil profile (Schaetzl, 1986; Schaetzl, 1990) . Also, the association of 463 wetter environments with cooler temperatures and anaerobic conditions would also inhibit 464 decomposition (Gates, 1942; Krause et al., 1959; Frazier and Lee, 1971) . 465
The subsoil SOC % model was different than the other subsoil models generated. The rule groups for subsoil SOC % also differentiated for the plan curvature where the slope 482 gradient was not too high and the stream power index (SPI) was not too low. Concave plan 483 curvatures (138 m a-scale) were predicted to have increasingly higher and convex plan curvatures 484 were predicted to have increasingly lower subsoil SOC % . This relationship with plan curvature 485 matches patterns of water movement identified to be important to soil formation by Huggett (1975) , 486 where convergent footslopes have the highest deposition rates (Pennock and De Jong, 1987) . 487
Assuming the absence of any restrictive layer below, areas with the highest sediment deposition 488 rates would be expected to also have the highest volume of water infiltration. 489
The Cubist generated model for predicting the subsoil SOC stock was simpler than any of the 490 indirect component models. It used only one MLR equation to relate red and infrared predictors to 491 subsoil SOC stock . This model predicted more SOC stock storage with increasing reflectance in the red 492 and SWIR-2 bands along with increasing emission in the TIR band -primarily captured on 6 July. Of 493 these variables, model predictions were dominated by increasing reflectance in the red band 494 increasing the estimated subsoil SOC stock . This suggested less productive vegetation corresponding 495 with larger subsoil SOC stock . This trend was counter to the patterns observed in the topsoil models, 496 but was sensible in the context of how the subsoil stock was defined for this study. Although the 497 total SOC stock was less in areas with lower plant productivity, the subsoil SOC stock was larger relative 498 to other subsoil areas due to the inverse relationship between topsoil and subsoil H used in this 499 study. A thicker topsoil stock would mean a thinner subsoil stock -and vice versa -due to the 2 m 500 depth limit. Regarding the other predictors in this model, increases in SWIR-2 reflectance could have 501 indicated more plant productivity. However, its use with the TIR band suggested that together they 502 were indicators of wetter soil conditions. 503
Unconventional predictor selections 504
The Cubist software made some intriguing selections in regards to predictors that were 505 calculated using alternative approaches. One example of this was the selection of alternative types 506 of aspect predictors. The conversion of aspect to northness and eastness is generally considered to 507 be the preferred method for addressing the circular problem of using aspect as a predictor. In our 508 approach of including many different predictors in the available pool, we also experimented with 509 simply rotating the central angle (position of 0°) to each cardinal direction for creating different 510 aspect predictors. In the models generated for this study, northness and eastness were only selected 511 for the topsoil SOC % model. In contrast, rotated versions of aspect were selected for the topsoil 512 SOC % , topsoil BD, as well as the topsoil and subsoil SK models. 513
Another example of an intriguing predictor selection by Cubist was the use of bands from the 514 LandsatLook products. These images were limited to four bands (SWIR-1, NIR, red, and TIR) and 515 were smoothed by an algorithm to facilitate image selection and visual interpretation. Although the 516 USGS does not recommend the use of these files for data analysis, the Cubist data mining found 517 them to be more useful than the data without LandsatLook processing. Most of these selections can 518 be explained by the greater variety of LandsatLook dates provided in the predictor pool. However, 519
there were a few instances where Cubist chose LandsatLook data over the unprocessed version of 520 the same Landsat data. 521
Error propagation 522
Although both the direct and indirect modelling approaches had base maps with a 2 m 523 resolution available to them, the direct modelling approach produced a more generalized SOC stock 524 map. In terms of predicted error, the cost of trying to account for the variation in all of the variables 525 related to the SOC stock appeared to be larger relative errors. The SOC stock model from the direct 526 approach, on the other hand, did not attempt to predict as many variations occurring at small 527 phenomenon scales. Because these very local variations were difficult to predict, the estimated error 528 for the direct approach was less than for the indirect approach for most of the map area. Therefore, 529 it may be appropriate to consider the direct modelling approach to be a conservative approach for 530 estimating the SOC stock for landscapes. 531
Possible sources of error in the base maps included atmospheric conditions for the satellite data 532 and the estimation of bare earth elevation under dense vegetation for the DEM. Several spectral 533 capture dates were made available in the predictor pool to enable Cubist to not only select the 534 optimal changes in seasonal vegetation characteristics, but to also select the image with minimal 535 noise from atmospheric effects such as clouds. Fewer options were available for DTA predictors, 536 because all DTA predictors needed to be derived from the same high-resolution DEM. The effect of 537 anomalies in the elevation data was more pronounced for larger a-scales. For example, a small forest 538 plot -located roughly between the two larger cities in the center of the map area -had not been 539 fully filtered out by the bare-earth algorithm. Any DTA calculation that included this area in its 540 analysis neighborhood was incorrectly influenced by those elevation values. The impact on this 541 study's models was an increased prediction of SOC stock in the surrounding area. 542
The error propagation method used in this study could not directly account for errors in the base 543 maps. Instead, it could only quantify the combined model, base map, and target variable error 544 observed at sample locations. Although none of the sample points were in proximity to the before 545 mentioned error in the DEM, this phenomenon of elevation error affecting scale-dependent 546 predictors would have applied universally, even where the error was less obvious. The higher 547 relative error for both mapping approaches in the area surrounding the known problem in the DEM 548 suggested this potential source of error was at least partially accounted for. 549
Conclusions 550
This study demonstrated the use of spatial association to predict the SOC stock and the estimated 551 error at unsampled locations within a 122 km 2 landscape at a high-resolution. The Cubist data 552 mining software detected patterns in the observed soil data, which was used to predict soil 553 properties in the greater map region. The ability of the available base maps to predict the variation 554 of those soil properties was quantified for each conditional rule of the respective models. The spatial 555 characteristics of the model rules allowed the uncertainty to be mapped along with the target 556 variable prediction. 557
There were two main advantages to using data mining software to produce relatively simple 558 model structures. First, patterns between the predictors and target variables were objectively 559 identified. Second, the resulting models were simple enough to be interpreted by the user and 560 related to known processes in the soil system. A relationship between selected predictors and 561 known processes provided confidence that their use in the model was not coincidental. The 562 separate modelling of topsoil and subsoil stocks identified a general division between useful 563 predictors for predicting soil properties at different depths. The data mining in this study suggested 564 DTA predictors tend to be most useful for topsoil properties, while spectral characteristics of 565 vegetation and soil moisture tend to be more useful for indicating subsoil properties. 566
Direct and indirect approaches were tested for predicting the SOC stock with the rule-based, MLR 567 spatial modelling method. Although the spatial patterns in the two maps were generally similar, the 568 indirect approach produced a map with more spatial variation. While attempting to account for 569 more sources of variability resulted in less estimated error for the topsoil (indirect MAE = 1.69, direct 570 MAE = 2.27), the indirect approach had a higher potential for error in the subsoil (indirect MAE = 571 2.75, direct MAE = 1.37). Because the direct approach accounts for less variation (topsoil: direct R 2 = 572 0.58, indirect R 2 = 0.73; subsoil: direct R 2 = 0.14, indirect R 2 = 0.34), but also results in a lower total 573 MAE (direct MAE = 3.64, indirect MAE = 4.44), it should be considered a more conservative 574 prediction of the SOC stock 's spatial distribution. The choice of which approach is best will likely 575 depend on a given situation's need to prioritize the representation of spatial pattern or to minimize 576 estimated error. 
